Sticklers® CleanClicker® 750 Fiber Optic Connector Cleaners

remove the residue on the end-face of optical connectors by a simple push, providing a consistent and dependable cleaning every time. The anti-static properties make them safer to use and prevent dust from re-adhering to the ferrule end-face.

APPLICABLE OPTICAL CONNECTORS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OPTICAL CONNECTOR</th>
<th>CLEAN WITH</th>
<th>PART NUMBER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MU, LC</td>
<td>1.25mm CleanClicker 750 Cleaner</td>
<td>MCC-CCU125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.25mm Refill Cartridges (2)</td>
<td>MCC-CCR125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC, FC</td>
<td>2.5mm CleanClicker 750 Cleaner</td>
<td>MCC-CCU250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.5mm Refill Cartridges (2)</td>
<td>MCC-CCR250</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS

Match the “       ” mark on the body to the “       CLEAN” mark on the slider.

Optical Connector Ferrule inside an Optical Adapter

1. Remove the attachment from the guide and store it in the attachment holder on the handle.
2. Push until the guide tip touches inside the optical adapter.
3. Push the slider towards the adapter. The cleaning string advances and the cleaner rotates, cleaning the optical connector ferrule.
4. When pressure is relieved the slider naturally returns to its starting position, ready for the next cleaning.

Optical Connector Ferrule (without Adapter)

1. Place the attachment onto the guide tip.
2. Remove the cap from the end of the attachment and insert the connector into the tip opening.
3. Hold the connector firmly in your hand and in this fixed position push in the slider toward the adapter. The cleaning string advances and the cleaner rotates, cleaning the optical connector ferrule.
4. When pressure is relieved the slider automatically returns to its starting position, ready for the next cleaning.

REPLACING THE CARTRIDGE

One cartridge can perform approximately 750 cleaning operations. The green tape will appear in the viewing window to indicate that it is time to replace the cartridge. Match the “       ” mark on the body to the “       LOCK” mark on the slider.

Removing Used Cartridge

1. Remove the attachment from the guide and store it in the attachment holder on the handle. Failing to do so may result in damage to the attachment cap.
2. Holding the slider and the guide lock, pull them straight apart from both sides. Take care not to bend/twist the guide lock or slider while pulling.

Attaching New Cartridge

1. Match the convex part of the cartridge to the concave part of the body and push the slider and the guide lock straight in.
2. Confirm that they are locked into each other to complete the replacement process.

SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

• This product is designed for cleaning optical connector ferrule.
• Do NOT use for other than intended purposes.
• Do NOT store in direct sunlight and avoid hot and/or humid environments.
• Accidental eye contact may cause blindness or other serious eye injury. Use caution when handling.
• Use appropriate caution to avoid injuries caused by implements when using this device in narrow locations.

• Do not force tip into too narrow optical adapters.
• Do not perform ultrafast and multiple slide pushes, called rapid fire. Helical design slider mechanism is created for smooth push movement.
• Keep out of the reach of children and never use for anything other than the intended purpose.
• Do not disassemble this product.

Warning

Prohibited

User Manual

Read User Manual carefully to ensure the proper use of this product.
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